Chrysler C300
Designed with Who in Mind?
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Growing up in middle class
America, I was subject to cable television
and all its benefits. 1998-2003 was a
pivotal time in music video history, where
MTV was beginning to transition from a
strictly music video station to an actual

Opening scene from the “Bout Dat” video.

television station, the only times you
would see videos was on Total Request

In 2000, rappers Master P and Silk the

Live, the songs were featured because

Shocker came out with the song “Bout Dat”

they were the most popular as voted

with lyrics stating, “Bentleys and Hummers;

by the youth of America (ATRL). I was

lil daddy, we bout dat, Whodi, ice on our

drawn into the videos with shiny things; I

mouth and wrist, we bout dat, Block parties

began to learn about the luxury cars. My

in the projects; souljas, we bout dat, Only

grandfather had always driven a Cadillac,

guns and pretty bitches my n***** we bout

but that was nothing compared to the

dat”. The video features the artists attending

vehicles I saw in rap videos. Thanks to

parties with women and driving these cars

these videos, I could easily recognize the

with the beginning featuring Master P driving

design of a car and name its brand. I knew

a big rig towing the aforementioned vehicles.

what a Bentley was, not because I saw it

This phenomenon of name-dropping and

in real life, but because I saw it in music

showing luxury cars has been present in rap

videos. Now, I can recall the lyrics and

culture since the beginning of its existence,

beat to these songs mentioning the luxury

but at this time, more than ever; it has become

vehicles by heart.

a popular televised obsession.
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The success of the reintroduction
of the Chrysler 300 series was strongly
influenced by the look of the luxury
automobiles flaunted by hip hop artists.
Looking at rap videos and culture in
the early 2000s, the strong presence of
automobiles manufactured by luxury
brands such as Bentley, Mercedes Benz,
Jaguar and Rolls Royce in music videos
promote a status desirable by the people
who saw and listened to this music. The
design, paired with the affordability of
mid-class sedan, made this car the 2005
Car of the Year (Jet). The popularity of the
Chrysler 300C eventually sought desire by
the very same rappers that were flaunting
the luxury cars that influenced its design,
so much so that it eventually began to
show as one of them (Clanton).

The first iteration of the new
Chrysler 300 series, the 300M, did not
sell; in fact, it was discontinued after
the showing and success of the second
iteration, the 300C (DiamlerChrysler).
Chrysler began manufacturing the 300

The 300 series (from top to bottom by year):
1955, 1965, 1979, 1999, 2005
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Drawings of the 300M

series in 1955, the car was marketed as
America’s fist muscle car; it was known for
its power and size. The series’ namesake
came from its capability to reach three
hundred horsepower. Only 20,000 of the
series were manufactured, this was from
1955-1979. In 1979, the 300 series was
discontinued due to the lack of popularity
but it had developed a strong following
amongst car enthusiasts.
Marking the 20-year anniversary,
the 300 series was revived as the 300M
in 1999. This car, although taking the
300 series name, was a modified vision
of the Eagle Vision (Neasmith). It lacked

the ability to produce 300 horsepower, the
former criteria for the series name. Shortly
after its reintroduction, it was redesigned. The
designer was a young, up and coming HaitianAmerican named Ralph Gilles. Introduced at
the 2003 New York Auto Show, the 300C was
an instant hit.
Ralph Gilles was born and raised in
New York, as a child he showed an interest
in car design (Jet). Working his way through
multiple positions, from a staff designer in
1992, Gilles was named President and Chief
Executive Officer – Dodge Brand, Chrysler
Group LLC, in October 2009 (Executive
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Biography). It was his roles as lead

original intent of the 1955 300 series was

designer of the Dodge Charger, Magnum

power and size, something Gilles captures

and Chrysler 300 sedan that got him to

25 years later (Fonda). The large grille

his current position (Griffin). He chose to

pronounces the front end’s dominance and

work with Chrysler because of its history.

shows the main intent of the vehicle: power.

Gilles credits the careful research and

The body is long and streamlined, accentuated

design of the 2005 Chrysler 300 to the

by the simplistic tail end, which is just enough

company’s and series’ history, “The secret

to make the car looked as if it’s complete.

to that is making sure that it’s a timeless

The success of the Chrysler 300C was

design and that it isn’t overly trendy… the

due in part to the intent of their design, which

300C is a classic design that will look good

included power and luxury at an affordable

for years to come.” Gilles also does not

price. The car had the grille of a Bentley and

forget his roots, he still answers all his fan

the “big bodiedness” of European luxury

mail and inquiries (“A Day in the Life…”).

cars (Freeman). The acquisition of Mercedes

The main characteristic of the
design of the car is its box like body. The

Benz allowed DiamlerBenz to use the same
parts engineer to be used in the discontinued

Gilles and the 300C
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Drawings of the C300.

Mercedes Benz E-Class. All this was
compiled in a car that started below

Cent featured the car, pre-release in his

$30,000 (Gillies).

2003 video for “Poppin’ Them Thangs.”

Music videos, the rap genre in particular,

The car was shown amongst the likes of

flaunts cars with very distinguished looks

the cars they were inspired by.

which lent themselves to the design of the
Chrysler 300C.

As mentioned before, the grille
and shape is derived from a Bentley.

The car’s design is often cited as

Distinguishing the front ends of the

“beefy, brash” and “styled like a gangster

Bentley Continental and Rolls Royce

mobile” (Fonda). Celebrities such

Phantom from the Chrysler C300 is a

Shaquille O’Neal, Snoop Dogg, and 50

difficult task, proving the influence of the

Cent all own the 2005 model. In fact 50

cars design. The ability to mock these cars
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Bentely Continential

300C with aftermarket modifications.

exists in aftermarket body kits sold by third

manufacturing proved its failure, making way for

party manufacturers.

the 300C (DiamlerChrysler).

The success of the Chrysler C300 exists

Once again in 2011 the 300 series receives

not only in its presence of rap videos and as

a redesign, again by Gilles. The car is similar to its

sales have shown. The graph shows sales of

2005 counter part but features a more luxurious,

the 20-year anniversary 300M and the 300C.

refined look. Only time will tell with the success

Sales during the series release years, 1999

of this, but it seems as if Chrysler is moving in the

and 2005 respectively, doubled. The decrease

right direction.

in sales of the 300M over its three years of
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